Time and Temperature Monitoring Solutions
What we do

Stocked Solutions

Timestrip is an agile technology business that designs and
manufactures time and temperature indicators.

Innovation remains a core strand of our approach to
solution development and the practical application of our
patented, low-cost smart label indicators.

Custom Solutions
Timestrip Enabled™ products drive changes in supply chain
standard operating procedures and consumer behaviour,
which in turn leads to greater brand loyalty, a better rate
of sale and a built-in value added proposition to products
carrying our mark of innovation.

Our customisation capabilities open up endless possibilities
for product design integration to create solutions where
our fail safe indicators replace the need for expensive and
unstable electronic components.
We have the capability to print batch numbers or serial
numbers onto individual indicators, to make time
and temperature monitoring an integral part of Standard
Operating Procedures.

How it Works

For Use in
Blood Banks

Our indicators are activated by applying finger pressure to a blister filled with
liquid dye. The temperature indicators show you the product is "ON" after
activation. Once a temperature threshold is breached, the indicator window fills with
dye, showing the cumulative time the indicator was exposed to high temperatures.

Clinics
Medical Devices
Medical Testing
Pharmaceuticals

inactive indicators

triggered indicator

active indicators

Vaccinations
Time indicators show you the amount of
time since activation. After finger activation,
the indicator window continually fills with dye
to show you elapsed time.

Veterinary

Temperature Monitoring

Time Monitoring

Inert until activated, irreversible threshold indicators.

Activate and see time passing with a Timestrip®. Our range
of 9 indicators include 15 time lapse markers.

Timestrip® PLUS
Monitoring a range of ascending
thresholds from -20°C to 38°C.

temperature

Short Time Indicators

Timestrip PLUS Duo

from 1 Hour to 7 Days, our short time indicators are perfect
for medical testing.

Monitoring 10°C and 34°C simultaneously.

Time Indicators

®

Timestrip® Complete Card
2 - 8°C cold chain monitoring on one card.

Timestrip® Blood Temp
Monitoring 6ºC and 10ºC. Our 10ºCindicator has FDA
510(k) #BK150289 certification.

Timestrip® Food Temp

from 1 to 24 Months, our standard line of time indicators are
used in medical devices, for product replacement cycles,
with consumables, for appointment reminders, cosmetics,
industrial filters and on promotional materials.
Custom indicators can be created with a unique monitoring
time and your own branding.

3°C, 5°C, 8°C & 10°C indicators for the food industry.

visit www.timestrip.com

